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Social networks accused of censoring Palestinian content
Texas social media censorship bill awaits debate at Capitol as clock ticks toward deadline
Ysis Of Images Social Networks
The nature of modern warfare is quite different from classic confrontation, we now have imbalanced wars between full-fledged armies and armed movements ...
Western public opinion in light of shocking images from Jerusalem to Gaza
Brick-and-mortar grocers have been dominant in part because shoppers have more of an emotional connection with stores than with online ...
The Social Network of Grocery
The decades-long conflict between Israel and Palestine has flared up in recent weeks, following the forced eviction of Palestinians who live in Jerusalem on land claimed by Israel and attacks on ...
Social networks accused of censoring Palestinian content
The social networking company says its cropping algorithm created "unequal treatment based on demographic differences." ...
Twitter drops automated image-cropping tool after determining it was biased
On Wednesday, the social networking service company Facebook (FB) revealed its failure in blocking the huge number of child abuse images and videos, which ...
Facebook Cites Technical Issues in Restricting Child Abuse Images – Report
I remember when I was a schoolgirl, painfully shy, and living in virtual isolation. Having one friend was enough. Completely enough. However, with the advent of the internet and social networks, I ...
Social Networks & How they Promote a new Kind of Loneliness.
It's announcing a $3.5 million seed round today, led by by Caffeinated Capital's Ray Tonsing (who it notes was the first investor in Clubhouse, Airtable and Brex), with participation from the founders ...
Polywork gets $3.5M to blend professional and social networking
Those who live in neighborhoods that are considered safe, orderly, and have a more interconnected social environment are at higher risk of embarking on binge drinking episodes, a new study reports.
Social Network’s Relation to Binge Drinking Among Adults Explained
UOC researchers have analysed interaction patterns on Twitter based on interaction between users and hashtags and competition for attention.
Ecology-inspired mathematical models to understand social networks
AttendSeg is a new neural network architecture from DarwinAI designed to perform image segmentation on low-power/capacity computing devices.
New deep learning model brings image segmentation to edge devices
The Republican-backed bill would require social media platforms, including Facebook and Twitter, to publicly disclose the criteria they use to censor or block content.
Texas social media censorship bill awaits debate at Capitol as clock ticks toward deadline
Spotselfie, an innovative augmented reality smart device application, today announced the launch of its downloadable beta on the App Store and Google Play. Through the Spotselfie app, AR 'virtual ...
Spotselfie Announces Official Beta Launch of Augmented Reality-Powered Social Network
The power held by social media companies is indeed dangerous. But allowing them to collaborate with the ruling party to censor criticism is no answer.
Social media companies need to be regulated – but BJP’s moves are aimed at controlling the narrative
Even before the pandemic, there was plenty for expectant mothers to worry about. Pregnant women must withstand a barrage of arguably well-intentioned, but often hyperbolic, , including concerns about ...
Pregnant women' s brains show troubling signs of stress but feeling strong social support can break those patterns
Due in September, it’s about a recent wild Wall Street ride with a rogue group rallying dead stocks into live gold.
Ben Mezrich’s ‘The Antisocial Network’ is headed to the big screen
Several recently released reports have shed new light on China’s international efforts to bolster its image and manipulate public opinion, through both traditional and social media. Two reports were ...
In-Depth Reports Examine How China Used Global Media Coverage and Social Media to Promote Image
Sony just hosted its Corporate Stretegy Meeting and the company's executives talked extensively about its plans for the PlayStation business.
Sony Aims to “Make PlayStation More Social;” CEOs Talk PS5, Expansion in Mobile Market, & Much More
The Ministry of Internal Affairs continues to monitor the Internet space, identifying everyone who undermines the constitutional order and incites social enmity on the Internet.
Ministry of Internal Affairs continues to identify those who undermine constitutional order and incite social hostility on network
EXCLUSIVE: Lauren Schuker Blum & Rebecca Angelo have signed on to write MGM’s adaptation of Ben Mezrich’s The Antisocial Network, which tells one of the biggest news stories of the year, about ...
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